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Are you preparing for the Specialized High Schools Admissions Test (SHSAT)?
Do you need to improve your mathematics skills? Look no further! In this article,
we will explore the incredible resource of "SHSAT Mathematics 350 Practice
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Problems" by Teresa Perrin that can help you excel in the math section of the
exam.

Understanding the SHSAT Math Section

The Specialized High Schools Admissions Test offers talented students in New
York City an opportunity to attend some of the best high schools in the area. The
math section of the SHSAT evaluates students' skills in various topics, including
algebra, geometry, and arithmetic. It is essential to have a solid grasp of these
concepts to perform well in the exam.
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The Benefits of "SHSAT Mathematics 350 Practice Problems"

Teresa Perrin's "SHSAT Mathematics 350 Practice Problems" is a comprehensive
collection of math problems specifically tailored to help students prepare for the
SHSAT math section. With 350 practice problems, you will have ample
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opportunities to strengthen your skills and become comfortable with the types of
questions you may encounter on the exam.

1. Detailed Explanations

Each practice problem in the book is accompanied by a detailed explanation.
Understanding why a certain solution is correct is crucial to developing a deeper
understanding of the underlying concepts. Perrin's book ensures that you not only
improve your problem-solving abilities but also grasp the logic and reasoning
behind each solution.

2. Comprehensive Coverage

From algebraic equations to geometric theorems, "SHSAT Mathematics 350
Practice Problems" covers a wide range of topics that are frequently tested in the
SHSAT math section. With such comprehensive coverage, you can be confident
that you are prepared for any type of question that may appear on the exam.

3. Varied Difficulty Levels

Perrin's book includes practice problems of varying difficulty levels, allowing you
to gradually challenge yourself as you progress. Whether you are a beginner or
an advanced math student, this resource caters to your needs and helps you
make steady improvements.

How to Get the Most Out of "SHSAT Mathematics 350 Practice
Problems"

While "SHSAT Mathematics 350 Practice Problems" is an excellent resource, it is
essential to use it effectively to maximize your learning and growth. Here are
some tips to get the most out of this book:

1. Set a Study Schedule



Consistency is key when preparing for the SHSAT math section. Set aside
dedicated time each day to work through the practice problems in the book. By
sticking to a study schedule, you create a routine that will help you stay focused
and motivated.

2. Review Incorrect Answers

Don't just focus on getting the right answers; learn from your mistakes. When you
encounter a problem you couldn't solve or got wrong, carefully review the
explanation provided in the book. Identify the gaps in your understanding and use
this opportunity to deepen your knowledge.

3. Track Your Progress

Keep a record of your performance as you work through the practice problems.
Monitor your improvement over time and celebrate your successes. Tracking your
progress will not only boost your confidence but also help you identify the areas
where you need to put in extra effort.

Preparing for the math section of the SHSAT can be a daunting task, but with
"SHSAT Mathematics 350 Practice Problems" by Teresa Perrin, you have an
incredible resource at your disposal. The comprehensive coverage, detailed
explanations, and varied difficulty levels make this book an invaluable tool for
anyone looking to excel in the SHSAT math section. So, grab your copy, set a
study schedule, and watch your math skills soar!
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SHSAT MATHEMATICS – 350 PRACTICE PROBLEMS

Unauthorized copying or reuse of any part of this eBook is illegal.
Copyright July 2015 – SHSAT NYC Prep Team

SHSAT Mathematics MULTIPLE CHOICE practice only!
SHSAT Mathematics MULTIPLE CHOICE practice only!

*** Other SHSAT preparation materials from “SHSAT NYC Prep Team” are
available for your Amazon Kindle.

Word Count: 17,800

This Kindle eBook only contains SHSAT Mathematics MULTIPLE CHOICE
problems. The actual SHSAT contains Math Grid-In, Reading Comprehension,
and English Language Arts Revising/Editing Passages & Stand-Alone sections as
well, but this eBook does NOT cover those sections.

This Kindle eBook is intended for use by current EIGHTH and NINTH graders
applying for New York City’s Specialized High Schools.

FIRST Section of this eBook ( Problems #1 thru #166 )
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Problems #1 to #166 are “easier” SHSAT Mathematics problems for seventh /
eighth graders and less experienced test-takers “emerging” towards a higher
proficiency level. These more basic questions provide over a hundred
intermediary steps designed to transition applicants to “medium” SHSAT
Mathematics practice.

SECOND Section of this eBook ( Problems #167 thru #255 )

Problems #167 to #255 are “medium” SHSAT Mathematics problems for seventh
/ eighth graders and test-takers “progressing” towards the highest proficiency
levels. These questions provide about a hundred intermediary steps designed to
transition applicants to “advanced” SHSAT Mathematics practice.

THIRD Section of this eBook ( Problems #256 thru #357 )

Problems #256 to #357 are “advanced” SHSAT Mathematics problems for eighth
/ ninth graders and test-takers performing at the highest proficiency levels. These
questions provide about a hundred opportunities to challenge applicants to reach
the highest SHSAT score ranges preferred at New York City’s Specialized High
Schools.

From the “SHSAT Handbook”…
This section includes arithmetic, algebra, probability, statistics, and geometry
problems. The technical terms and general concepts in these test questions can
be found in the New York State Education Department P-12 Common Core
Learning Standards for Mathematics. Most problems involve application of topics
covered in the Common Core; however, since the Common Core is just an
outline, not all details of a topic are provided. Consequently, some aspects of a
question may not be mentioned. As one of the purposes of this test is to identify
students who will benefit from an education at a Specialized High School, the



SHSAT contains many questions that require using mathematical ability to
respond creatively to novel situations. The NYSED P-12 Common Core Learning
Standards for Mathematics can be downloaded from the New York State
Education Department website: www.nysed.gov.

What is the purpose of these 357 SHSAT Mathematics Multiple Choice practice
problems?

A pervasive characteristic of the SHSAT New York City specialized high schools
admission exam is that it is very difficult, oftentimes featuring test questions one
to two grade levels above your child’s current school curriculum. The SHSAT
targets a small, highly competitive group of students applying for New York City’s
specialized high schools.

Using our years of experience developing training guides for a national test
preparation company, we have created SHSAT study materials that closely
approximate the sequence, scope, phrasing and difficulty level of the actual
exam. We have accomplished this through years of meticulous research into
individual SHSAT test questions and through information acquired from former
test participants. Thousands of applicants have worked through the SHSAT
Mathematics multiple choice practice problems contained within this Kindle
eBook to enhance their candidacies for New York City’s specialized high schools.
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Africa Road Trip: One Landcruiser, Two
Australians, 300 Days
Embarking on an epic journey through the heart of Africa is a dream for
many adventure seekers. That dream became a reality for two
Australians, Jack and Emily, who set out...

Unleashing The Champion Within:
Revolutionize Your Sports Performance with
Gary Smith's Coaching
Are you tired of falling short of your goals in sports? Do you dream of
reaching new heights and realizing your full potential as an athlete? Look
no further than Gary Smith's...

Unforgettable Adventures: My Early Years In
The Canadian Rockies Park Warden Story
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to spend your early years
surrounded by the breathtaking beauty of the Canadian Rockies? Join
me as I take you on a journey...

101 Exercises And Details Guide Answer Part
Of 10
Welcome to our ultimate guide of 101 exercises and detailed answers for
Part 10! Whether you're a student preparing for an exam or a
professional looking to enhance your...
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"Unveiling the Legacy of Lenny Wilkens: NBA
Hall of Famer"
Lenny Wilkens, a name that resonates through the annals of basketball
history. A true legend, revered by both players and fans alike. From his
impressive playing career to...

How To Have a Happy Family Camping Trip:
Montie Guide To Camping
Camping trips provide a fantastic opportunity for families to reconnect
with nature and create lasting memories. However, without proper
planning and organization,...

The Inspiring Journey of Rebounding Kate
Fagan: How She Overcame Adversity to Reach
New Heights
Life is full of unexpected twists and turns, and for some, it can feel like a
constant uphill battle. One woman who knows this all too well is Kate
Fagan, a remarkable...
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